
The GoGoGordon’s Guide© 

Edinburgh, Scotland 

Rating system: 

Go! = You won’t regret it. 

GoGo! = You’ll regret it if you miss it. 

GoGoGo! = A bucket list travel opportunity. 

For more information on how I use research, planning, and certain apps to ensure we make the most of 

every minute of our vacations, check out the “How to Plan a Trip” page on www.gogogordons.com. 

EDINBURGH 

Hotel Recommendations: 

1. Go! The Balmoral – A classic five-star property with excellent service and clean, nice rooms. Its 

striking, landmark appearance from the outside and its location were the two most impressive 

features of the Balmoral for us. They did also have a lovely afternoon tea service in a classically 

Victorian setting.  

 

2. GoGoGo! The Prestonfield House Hotel – While not conveniently located for walking into central 

Edinburgh, the Prestonfield is simply a magnificent, memorable hotel experience. It’s like 

staying in a museum and it feels more like a well-appointed tourist attraction or activity than 

simply a place to stay and sleep. Quite simply, one of our highest rated and most enjoyable 

hotel stays in all of Europe. It also has its own set of Highland Coo’s on property. 

 

3. Go! The other place. 

WHAT TO EAT AND DRINK IN EDINBURGH: While Scotland in general is not known for the cuisine, if you’re 

only there for a week or less and do your homework, there is no reason you shouldn’t enjoy every meal. 

REMEMBER, CHECK THE OPENING HOURS AS EUROPEAN BUSINESSES ARE NOTORIOUS FOR BEING CLOSED! 

- Fish and Chips – The best here are better than any sports bar or Irish Tavern you’ll find in the 

states. This is a “go to” dish throughout Edinburgh, but you must try them at Tailend! 

- Pies – Although Shea doesn’t like the idea, I’m a huge fan of savory pies. Guinness Pie, Shepard’s 

Pie, or pretty much any pastry filled with slow cooked combinations of meat and veggies works 

for me. Make a point to try a few, but don’t miss The Piemaker! 

- Smoked Salmon – buttery, soft, flavorful, no fishy taste…the best! 

- Cask and craft beer in wonderful, old-world pubs! 

http://www.gogogordons.com/


WHERE TO EAT: EDINBURGH 

- Go! The Piemaker – The best combination of cheap, fast, and delicious in the city. It’s not fancy, 

in fact you’ll be skeptical when you go in, but if you’ve had a few pints and you want a quick bite 

of warm, slow cooked meat in a perfectly crafted pastry, this place will not disappoint. 

 

- GoGo! The Caffeine Drip – Brisket sandwich, hot chocolate, and turkey sandwich were all 

special, inexpensive, and a large portion. Probably my #1 recommendation for lunch. The 

storefront of the Caffeine Drip looks like any other run-of-the-mill café and is almost lost 

amongst the larger signs and windows from other surrounding businesses. Don’t let its 

camouflage fool you, this place is special!  

 

- Go! Mademoiselle Macaron – Ever since Piere Herme, my wife and I are always on the hunt for 

a quality Macaron. While not in the category Piere Herme (no one else is), these macarons were 

excellent. Add the fact that it’s a super cute place, with incredibly friendly and engaging staff, 

and it’s a wonderful, short walk from Grassmarket, and it’s worth adding to your plans. 

 

- Go! Fudge Kitchen – Right on the Royal Mile, this was some of the more interesting flavors and 

delicious textures of any fudge either of us had ever had.  

 

- Sugarhouse Sandwiches – This was our first meal in Edinburgh. While I wouldn’t say it’s a “must 

go”, it’s a solid choice to keep on your travel map in case you find yourself on the Royal Mile and 

want a light soup or sandwich instead of some of the more traditionally heavy foods found in 

many of the restaurants.  

 

- GoGoGo! Cadenhead Whisky – If you’re there to try or buy whisky, this stop is a must-do, a no-

brainer. This is where you go to get the local stuff.  

 

- Go! Mary’s Milk Bar – Casual little café right on the Grassmarket square with high quality ice 

cream including some uniquely original flavors. On top of all that, a great view of the castle! 

 

- Bow Bar – Perfect stop if you want a beer while walking down Victoria/Bow street. Good beer 

selection, nice atmosphere. 

 

- The Last Drop – nice pub with interesting historical photos and artwork celebrating its once 

perfect vantage point for the town hangings. Bit of a limited beer selection. 

 

- Go! Halfway House – tiny, awesome bar hidden on Fleshmarket Close off Cockburn Street.  

Constantly changing choice of both cask and local craft beer, a definite favorite of the Gordons.  

 



- Go! The Edinburgh Larder – We had a wonderful breakfast here on the day we arrived – before 

our hotel breakfasts kicked in. The salmon was delicious and everything we had was fresh. If 

you’re staying in the area and breakfast isn’t included, go here! 

 

- Go! Greyfriars Bobby Bar – A must do for any dog lover just to read the story of Bobby the Dog, 

but the atmosphere inside is also a great, classic UK Pub feel. Good selection of local craft beer 

and in a great neighborhood for walking around. Be sure to explore the graveyard nearby. 

 

- Joseph Pearce – A funky bar we stopped at on our way back to the Balmoral from dinner at the 

Tailend Fish Bar. More of a hip café feel than a traditional pub, but we enjoyed visiting with the 

staff and it made for a nice beer stop. 

 

- GoGo! The Tailend Restaurant and Fish Bar – While it’s about a 15-20-minute walk from the 

Balmoral, it’s absolutely worth it. If you don’t want to walk, it’s worth a taxi. Arguably the best 

fish and chips we had during our stay in Scotland and Ireland. Flakey, crisp breading with lightly 

textured white fish steaming on the inside. No “fishy” smell or taste of course, and a nice, 

flavorful aftertaste with a hint of the vinegar shaken over the fish while hot. So, so, so good! 

 

- Go! White Hart Inn – one of if not the oldest pub in Edinburgh, located on Grassmarket.  

 

- BrewDog – a well-known brewery that distributes throughout Europe and probably has the 

largest selection of beer in Edinburgh. That said, it’s a modern, renovated brewery and 

restaurant reminiscent of the ones we have in the states, so for us we preferred spending our 

time in the old-world pubs instead.  

 

- Go!Go! Whiski Bar & Restaurant – It’s hard for me to objectively evaluate the food here 

because our experience was so special and memorable. We walked in right as a table in the 

front of the restaurant was leaving, so we snagged a prime location. On top of that, as you can 

see in one of the pictures, we ended up sitting right next to a table full of local musicians that 

busted out their violins and other instruments and sang some local Scottish folk songs. It was 

truly magical and a special travel memory.  

The following places made my list to try and visit, but we weren’t able to make it. Next time we go back, 

these will be priorities, you might want to check them out: 

- Ola Kala Greek Restaurant 

- Locanda De Gusti 

- Affogato – Super high ratings on TA; 4.8 on Google; it’s ice-cream and coffee, how in the hell did 

we miss this? 

 

 



WHAT TO DO: EDINBURGH 

- GoGoGo! Arthurs Seat – One of the best city hikes I’ve ever taken. Challenging but not 

impossible or dangerous. Long enough but it doesn’t take your entire day, and the fact that you 

can simply walk to it from the East end of the Royal Mile is just amazing. The pictures we posted 

speak for themselves, just a breathtaking experience. 

 

- Go! Carlton’s hill – A beautiful park with amazing views and just minutes from the center of 

town. A perfect setting for a picnic or if you just want to walk off a few pints. 

 

- GoGo! Hike up the Scott Monument. While the hike itself is just climbing stairs, the view from 

the top is the best in Edinburgh. Because you’re closer to the city than when you hike up 

Arthur’s Seat, the view provides more detail of the amazing streets and buildings. If you are in 

Edinburgh on a clear day, go climb the steps, take your selfie, soak in the city, and then go 

exploring. If Edinburgh is your first stop on your vacation, we always recommend climbing a 

tower when you first arrive, and this one is as good as it gets! 

 

- GoGo! Edinburgh Castle – This is obviously top on most tourist’s lists. It is one of the more 

impressive inner-city castles and will not disappoint. While I personally enjoyed the Arthur’s 

Seat hike more, I know everyone will want to do the castle!  

 

- GoGo! Royal Mile – Of course you’re going to walk the Royal Mile, but the best part is ducking 

off into the narrow closes to explore the alleys and stairways. Plenty of great views, pictures, 

and architecture to soak in as you walk up and down Edinburgh’s High Street. 

 

- Go! Greyfriars Kirkyard – For some reason we really enjoy strolling through historical 

graveyards in Europe. While you won’t find Jim Morrison at this one or any famous musicians, 

it’s a beautiful, peaceful spot and the views and pictures of Edinburgh from this vantage point 

are different than any of the typical pictures of Edinburgh you’ll see online and in travel guides. 

Some of my favorite cityscape pictures of Edinburgh came from this area. 

 

- Go! Afternoon tea at the Balmoral – If a formal British tea service is your bag, then don’t miss 

this experience. If you book a room at the Balmoral with an Amex Platinum Card, then I’d highly 

recommend using your credit toward an Afternoon Tea Service. Book in advance as they get full 

– we got the last table and had a 3pm seating. 

 

- GoGo! Dean Village / Walk along the Water of Leith – On Google Maps, if you look at the 

corner of Douglas Cresent and Magdala Cresent, there is a black iron fence with a gate you can 

follow away from the pavement and into the forest. The path will lead you do a long, steep 

staircase and you’ll hear the river, or the Water of Leith, flowing louder as you descend.  For a 

fabulous stroll, follow the water East until you reach Dean Village. This area of Edinburgh has an 

amazing little small town cottage feel. It’s a romantic, peaceful and memorable walk, and from 



Dean Village you can hike up and emerge back into civilization on Queensferry Rd/Bridge just 

steps from the Caffeine Drip, where you can have a great post-walk sandwich and coffee! 

 

- Go!Go! The Real Mary’s King Close – We really enjoyed this tour. It is depressing, fascinating, 

and informative. While we always opt to see a place on our own versus being in a confined 

group, sometimes you don’t have a choice. Tours of Mary’s King Close are scheduled periodically 

in groups, and we of course booked ahead of time online to avoid having to wait in line or wait 

for an opening in their schedule. Overall the tour was very well done; meaning the information 

was interesting and it didn’t feel like they were just coming up with stories to make sure the 

tour lasted a certain amount of time. Further, we never waited too long in any one part of the 

tour, which matters to us because we like to take our look and get on to the next part. There are 

a couple of special effects that are a little hokey but overall it’s a memorable, somewhat 

haunting tour that will make you appreciate you’re visiting Edinburgh during modern times.  

 

- Go! The Georgian House – An 18th Century Georgian style townhome in New Town, Edinburgh. 

While we intentionally focused a majority of our time in the Old Town, and rightfully so, it is nice 

to take a walk down George Street to see a little of the New Town Architecture and to do some 

shopping. From the Balmoral, it was only about a 20-minute walk to the Georgian House – which 

is also very close by the Caffeine Drip and Affogato if you want a meal or a treat before or after 

your walk and tour of the House. In short, if you enjoy a little glimpse into how people lived 

during different eras, you’ll enjoy a tour of this home.  

 

- The Elephant House – we didn’t actually go here, but I wanted to mention it since this is the 

place JK Rowling worked on the Harry Potter books.  

 

- White Horse Close – This is a bit of a quest (which we always enjoy). Look this up on Google 

Maps for additional help, but the entrance to this little cove of cuteness is located right around 

#23-25 on the Royal Mile. It’s worth a quick peak into this authentic and quaint little corner of 

homes. Sometimes it’s better to be lucky than good, and while the courtyard itself is nice to see, 

we were fortunate to run into a gentleman that lived there and got to hear some first-hand 

accounts of what life was like living off of the Royal Mile in a tourist attraction. I didn’t give it a 

“Go!” because I figure the odds of running into this interesting gentleman again are pretty slim. 

 

- Go!Go!Go! Take a Day Trip! One of the (other) wonderful things about Edinburgh is its location. 

While you could easily spend 4-7 days or longer in Edinburgh, there are all kinds of worthy day 

trips available while keeping Edinburgh as your home base: 

For us, we always prefer renting a car and being in control of our day. However, if you’re 

worried about driving on the other side of the road or would prefer sticking with a group (for 

some reason), there are plenty of highly ranked travel and tour guides available. 

 



For our day trip, we chose to drive about an hour and a half to the Fife coast to experience a 

section of their famous and heralded walking path. We walked about half way from Elie, parking 

in a lot close to The Lady’s Tower, to St. Monans. The weather was not cooperating on the day 

we selected, but looking back we decided the grey skies and periodic mist really added to the 

Scottish atmosphere and, in a way, made the walk more memorable. The harsh, cool wind, the 

rough seas, the knee-high green grass and wild flowers, and the cute little fisherman villages in 

the background all made for an amazing Scottish experience. We also enjoyed world-famous 

(and rightfully so) fish and chips in Anstruther and made a quick stop in St. Andrews to see the 

church and golf course. The town of St. Andrews was more charming and romantic than we 

expected.  

Here are a few other ideas for day trips from Edinburgh: 

- While it’s a long day, you can do a day trip to Inverness and Loch Ness 

- The Jacoby Express (i.e., the Harry Potter train) is also a possibility, but is a long day 

- Visit Pitlochry 

- Take a hike through the Cairngorms or Trossachs National Park 

- Head south toward the Northumberland Coast and Alnwick.  

- Drive north to Dunnottar Castle – all you have to do is Google Image search and you’ll see the 

appeal of this place 

- Both Glasgow or Stirling are an easy day trip - If you’ve never seen a picture of Stirling, again, do 

a Google Image search, you may decide it’s a must do.  

- The obvious one – a round of golf at any of the multiple bucket list courses throughout Scotland. 

I should note, one of the golf courses that claims to be the oldest in Scotland is just outside of 

Edinburg, in Musselburgh.  

- North Berwick – Again, Google Image this place, super cute. 

- Go on a whisky tasting tour.  

 

- Go!Go!Go! Take a walk! There are some amazing city walks in Edinburgh. The Royal Mile goes 

without saying, but we also highly recommend walking up and down the “closes” toward New 

Town from the Royal Mile. There are also some great streets to explore west of Grassmarket 

and, walking Victoria/Bow street is an absolute do not miss activity.  

 

Another city walk we highly recommend is to start at the Scott Monument (don’t forget to climb 

it by the way), and head East on Princess Street (in the direction of the Edinburgh Castle). 

Princess Street is touristy but the changing views of Old Town to your left as you go is fabulous. 

When you’ve reached the Royal Academy and the Scottish National Gallery, turn left and walk 

toward Old Town. There is a terrific view here of the Balmoral, the greenspace between towns, 

and Old Town. Continue toward Old Town and as you get to Market Street there are stairs that 

will take you down to the path along the gardens. This gives you a little taste of the park, but as 

you continue straight you’ll begin ascending again until you find yourself at a roundabout 

connecting Market Street and Cockburn Street. Head up Cockburn Street for some fabulous 



examples of Old Town’s medieval architecture. Keep your eyes peeled for Fleshmarket Close on 

your left as you wind your way up the hill, and if you want a quick pint the Halfway House is just 

a few steps down the Close – just look for its old iron sign out hanging out front. When you’re 

ready to continue, head back to Cockburn Street and you’ll round the corner onto a nice section 

of the Royal Mile. Turn left and the very next street you’ll come across is where North Bridge 

Street meets South Bridge Street. Take another left and head North. You’ll see the Balmoral in 

the distance, but as you cross the bridge you get yet another wonderful, panoramic view of the 

magnificent Old Town. From the bridge, you can wrap back around to the Scott Monument, or 

stop at the Balmoral if you’re staying there, or keep in mind that Carlton’s Hill is only about a 8-

10 minute walk from the bridge if you haven’t made it over there yet. I assure you, someday in 

your office, you’ll think back to this walk and wish you could do it all over again. Here is the walk 

in picture form: 
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